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Introduction
Current Status and Next Step for Q12

• ICH Meeting
  • May-June 2017  Step 1 in Montreal
  • November 2017 Step 2 in Geneva
  • TBD        Step 3, Public consultation expected

• Planned Activities in Japan
  • 15\textsuperscript{th}, March 2018  Briefing in Osaka
  • 29\textsuperscript{th}, March 2018  Briefing in Tokyo
Objective of The Session: Abstract

- There are some differences in data requirements, regulatory reporting categories as well as timeline for post-approval CMC changes among regions, which leads to the complex product lifecycle management and sometimes hinders innovation and continual improvement in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology sectors. To address this, the new ICH Quality topic, Q12, was proposed and has been discussed in the expert working group and the draft guideline is expected to be published for public consultation in the course of this year.

- This session will provide an update on ICH Q12 including the introduction of newly-defined KPP (key process parameter). In addition, the challenges and current thinking on implementation of ICH Q12 from the perspective of regulators and industry will be shared.
Points to Be Sheared and Discussed

• Q12 Update

• The challenges and current thinking on implementation of ICH Q12
  • Established Conditions in/outside Japan
  • KPP (key process parameter) newly-defined
  • PACMP in JAPAN

• Perspective from regulators and industry side
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